
Peter Linney started working at Perth Zoo in his late
teens on a three-month, short-term contract. Seventeen
years later he is still here, working in the same section,
but the diversity of tasks he performs has broadened
enormously.

“At the Zoo, being a Maintenance Attendant makes you a 
jack-of-all-trades,” Peter says. “You end up working with just
about everyone, just about everywhere.”

In his early years at the Zoo, Peter’s father was the
Maintenance Foreman, an enormously liked and respected

carpenter. Being the son of the boss only made Peter work
harder to earn the respect of other staff and, eventually, a full-
time position.

In those days, the African Savannah was just taking shape and
there was no Australian Walkabout or Asian Rainforest. Peter
helped demolish some old bear cages to make way for a
native rainforest where the Rainforest Retreat now stands. 

“A lot has changed in my time,” Peter says. “But there’s been
no shortage of jobs to do. I have worked in every exhibit and
building of the Zoo in my 17 years.”

And no wonder. Maintenance Attendants can be called upon
to help out with just about anything. Peter has fixed locks,
repaired benches, made animal boxes, serviced vehicles, fork-
lifted tigers, repaired roadways, built shelves, set up conference
facilities, fixed veterinary equipment, paved pathways, and even
built the famous Happy Zoo Year clock! Oh, and fix a lot of
lighting!

“I reckon I’ve changed over 2,000 light-bulbs in my time!” 
he says.

One of his most memorable jobs was helping to hold the
massive head of a giraffe which was lying in the straw after
being anaesthetised for a veterinary procedure.

“It’s all-in with a case like that—everybody helped out,” Peter
says. “It took a lot of us to make sure its neck and head were
supported during the procedure.”

His biggest job? Building an off-display breeding facility for
Numbats.

His smallest? Delicate repairs to the skull of a Pygmy
Marmoset skeleton for the Education section.

Peter’s favourite animal is the Red Panda because of the
relaxed, understated way it goes about its business.

“Eat, sleep, stretch, find a fresh bit of branch and back to
sleep,” he says. “They seem to have a good handle on life”.
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A Day in the Life of…
Peter Linney, Maintenance Attendant (Electrical)

A Day in the Life of a 
Maintenance Atttendant

6.00am – Early start setting up a conference
room for a booking. Pull 120 chairs out of the
theatre. General clean-up.

7.00am – Up to the electrical workshops to start
for the day. Bring up work-orders for the day.
Prioritise jobs.

7.30am – Head up to Nocturnal House to repair
lock that is sticking, then on to front entrance
to troubleshoot the LED entry signs. Stop at
cafe on way back to change office fluoros.

10.00am – Morning tea. Lucky I’m at the cafe!

10.15am – Spend the rest of the morning in
orang-utan night-quarters working on a faulty
slide.

1.00pm – After lunch make some covers for
animal heaters.

2.30pm – Finish off timber frame for memorial
plaque. Sand, wax and deliver.

3.30pm – Pack up workshop and home.
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